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While many types of studies have been made of student

dishonesty, very few have been made on the junior high school

level. The sucf7estion for this study came as a result of two

studies; one experiment perforned by N. E. Peavyl at Oregon

State College, regarding the dishonesty of college students,

and the other by E. L. Larson2 at Baker High School regard-

ing the dishonesty of high school students. Insofar as 7vos-

sible, the techniqueo and 7rocedures used in this study are

purposely made to parallel those used in the experiments by

Peavy and Larson.

;.s this study is concerned with certain aspects of char-

acter eduoation, it would be well at-this point to define the

terms as they shall be used in this thesis. For the purposes

of this study the followinc definition of dishonesty given by

Peavy will be used. "We shall reard dishonesty as a viola-

1 Peavy, N. E. Factors Associated with Dishonesty in Col..
lege Students. Oregon Ttate College nester's Thesis,
Unpublished, 1933.
Larson, 7. L. Factors r.00sciated with Dishonesty in
High School Students. Oregon State College Master's
Thesis, Unnublished, 1936.
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tion of confidence or trust placed in an individual." It is

only one of the many traits which go to make up character,

but an important one with which parents, schools, churches

and other organizations are concerned. :sychologists and

Sociologists agree that honesty or dishonesty are not in-

herited traits but are learned by the child from its environ-

ment. One may be entirely honest in one situation and entire-

ly dishonest in another, as will be shown in this study. 3o-

cause of the competition of life and the pressure upon the in-

dividual, the child finds it necessary to meet the existing

situation in some manner and, according, to his traininc, will

be honest or dishonest in that mrticular situation.

This study deals with Ale specific kind of dishonesty,

that of cheating in an examination given in the classroom,

Studies to be discussed later in this t.ais will emphasize

that while a student may cheat in a test, he may be strictly

honest in other situations, such as the stealing of money or

tellinc a lie in order to gain something for himself.1 It

must be pointed out that the sane student may cheat in one

classroom under one teacher and be strictly honest in another

room under a different teacher. Using Larson's definition,

1- Schnapps A. F., College Students Principles of Honesty,
Journal of Higher Education. 11:81-4 Feb. 1840.
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"Cheating for the purpose of this study may be defined as a

type of dishonesty in the classroom, in which the individual

uses unfair me:71 1 order to gain an advantage." 1 In th,

study chentr s determined by giving the students a test

which was then graded by the writer , 11-1y marks al)pear-

ing on the sheet. The answers were then ktabulated on a mast-

er sheet and the tests returned to the students with the in-

structions that each student grade his own paper. By compar-

ing the results obtained from the scoring by the writer with

those obtained when the students scored their own papers it

comparatively simple to determine which students did and

whicli students did not the t.

Teachers and administrators have long been concerned

with the problem of cheatin7 in the classroom. The chief

contribution of this study is-to furnish data which may be

helpful in determining some factors related to cheating. It

may perhaps prove useful in formulating some method of attack

on the problem.

It has long been recognized that different individuals

have different codes of honesty or dishonesty. It has been

the concern of educators and clergy as well as parents to

try to develop some standardized type of instruction which

1 - Larson, E. L. Factors Associated with Dishonesty in
High school Students. Oregon State College Master's
Thesis, Unpublished, 1936.
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will enable the individual to lkdjust himself to the accepted

ideal social environment. It is the hope of the writer that

because of this study, barther data may be made available to

help guide the parents, teachers, and clerpy in their search

for a better character building program.

povz,. or DIFFITZICE BETWEUT 'ME LARSON STUDY AND

PraM11' STUD,

As mentioned in the Introduction, this study is gar-

posely made to parallel, insofar as practicable, the studies

made by Peavy at Oregon State College and by Larson in the

Baker High School. Due to o3nditions existing in the Junior

High School under consideration and differences in the com-

munities being compared, it was deemed necessary to make the

following differences in the technilue.

1. Whereas the Clinton General Vocabulary Test for

High Schools and Colleges was used by Larson at

Baker High School, a general current events test

was used in ale Corvallis Junior High School. The

vocabulary test was thomegbt too advanced for

the Junior high school level.

2. In the Larson study the questionnaire which was to

supply the necessary information. to complete the

experiment rin.:L; given at the beginning of the term,
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while the '.luestionnaire in the present study was

filleH, out durinz the term.

3. On the questiJennaire used in the present study,

several of the itOMS used in the Larson study

were omitted. The items omitted are as follows:

a. Course registered in. (Students on

junior high school level are not reg-

istered in any particular course.)

b. ADproximate salary of parent. (Few

students were informed on this item.)

0. What language is spoken in the home?

(Not airlicable to the Community of

Corvallis.)

4. Feelinc that some other its not included in the

Larson study might have some influence on dis-

honesty, the f0110wing items were included in the

euestionnairet

a. Does your mother work outside the home?

b. Do you receive a reward at home for good

grades?

o. What subjects do you like best?

The remainder of the techniques and procedures were the

sane in both experiments and will be discussed in the follow-

ing section.
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This study was made in the Corvallis Oregon Junior

High School duriw: the school year of 1941-42. A multiple

choice test1 covering the happenings in the current news

was prepared by the writer and given in the social science

classes of the eighth and ninth grades. These tests were

given under regular clessroom conditions with the regular

teacher in charge. The writer, with the cooperation of

the junior high school principal, issued explicit instruct-

ions to the teachers relative to tte time to be allowed for

the test, the disposition of the papers, and the manner in

wIlich the test was to be administered. Each teacher was

askM4 announce that these tests were given to test the

student's ::nowler.le of current events and that the results

would in no way affect their grade. The students were told

not to guess the answers, but to answer only the ones of

which they were comparatively certain, leaving the others

blank. The teachers were further instructed not to make

any mfirks on the papers, but to collect them immediately

after time was called. The writer then scored the tests,

placing the results on a large sheet of sivared caper

with the test items across the top and the student's names

1 - See appendix for copy of the test.
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down the left side. The tests were then returned to the

teachers with instructions through the principal's office.

Teachers were instructed to be certain that each student

received his own paper to grade. One of the students, who

was absent at the time the test was given, read the key to

the class. The teacher was not to pay any at to the

proceedings, but to be busy at other tasks. All papers

were acain collected and returned to the principal's office.

By comparing the answers as scored by the students on their

own papers with the results already tabulated by the writer,

it was a simple matter to determine who did and who did not

cheat on the exaninat ion.

A few days after the test had been scored by the stu-

dents, a questionnaire' prepared by the writer was passed

out and each student was asked to answer the juestions there-

on, giving the following information: the student's name,

a- et sex, whether-trity-or-butsttrthant , grade, parents

ing or dead, parents living together or separated, father's

occupation, mother working outside the home, number of bro-

thers and sisters, number of older brothers and sisters,

number of younger brothers and sisters, name of grade school

attended, work for eay outside of school hours, church pref-

erence, church membership, nationality of father, membership

1 - See appendix for copy of the queetionnaire.
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in character building; organizations, activities interested

in, sward at home for good grades, and subjects liked best.

The results obtained from the questionnaire and the

ersx-xwat-a-vents test vms)-ve then carefully tabulated on several

master summary sheets. By glancing - alonr7 a line oC one of

these master summary sheets one can determine not

whether a particular student cheated on the test, but also

his age, I. 1., class, family status, and other informtion

given on the questionnaire. Finally, these data arrang-

ed in the form of tables for the -:.7-)ose of study, inspect-

ion, interpretation, and analyst::.

In this chapter the writer has shown that the purpose

of this study is to determine, insofar as nossible, the

extent of cheating in e-- articular junior high school, and

to discover some of the causes of cheating and the factors

associated with it. The chief purpose of this study is to

uncover needed data relative to dishonesty in students on

the junior high school level and to furnish information

which may be compared with that contained in the heavy

study on the college level and the Larson study on the high

school level. The writer has also endeavored to define
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the meaning; of honesty and cheating as used in this study,

and to show their relation to character training. The

techniTues and procedures used in this study have been

explained and points of difference between this study and

the Larson study noted.

Chapter II will consist of a survey and summary of

previous studies relative to student dishonesty and cheat-

ing in the classroom.
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EIRIFIeus STUDIES

In making a study of this nature, it is helpful first

to make a survey and report of all pertinent material and

previous studies on this topic that are available. In this

connection, the writer wishes to point out that all studies

and experiments herein reported and described, with-two-ex».

eeptions,4' have been Tublished and are listed in the bib-

liography of this thesls.

In reviewing current literature on the subject, the

writer was unable to discover any study :involving, students

on the junior high school level, although the survey re-

vealed many studies on the hi8h school level. This may be

due in pert to the fact that many school systems do not use

the junior high school in their organization. It is pos-

sible that some investigations have been made but if so the

results seem not to have been published. For purposes of

comparison and validation, studies on the other three

levels will of necessity be used. There is then an obvious
/1110041-

Peavy, N. E., Factors Associated With Dishonesty in Col-
lege Students. Oregon State College Master's Thesis, Un-
published, 1933.
Larson, E. L., Factors Associated With Dishonesty in High

3chool students. Oregon State College Master's Thesis,
Unpublished, 1936.
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need for further study regarding the dishonesty of junior

high school student::, Alen segroated in an administrative

malt.

For the sake of convenience in reporting the follow-

ing studies they will be arranged and discussed under three

main divisions: studies on the college level, studies on

the high school level, and studios on the elementary school

level. The writer is primarily concerned with the inci-

dence of cheating, factors associated with it, and the con-

clusions drawn, therefore little mention will be made of

the techniques used in the following; investigations.

STUDIES ON THE COLLEGE LIM

A. F. Schnepp (1)* attempted to appraise the reactions

of 300 college students to certain pr:zotical situations. On

a questionnaire these. students were given a series of forty-

three prinoiples with regard to each situation. The results

were summarized in such a way that a positive value showed

the group's approval and a negative value its disapproval.

Unanimous or quasi-unanimous approval was Indicated by /3,

decided approval by /2, and mild approval by The same

degrees of disapproval were found. Zero indicated that the

* Numbers in parentheses indicate the source from which the
information was taken as they are listed in the bibliography
of this thesis.
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whole group considered an action tolerable or permissable.

'tiestions concerned eith cheating in school showed that to

copy from another's paper in an examination was marked -2

by the group. To let soneone copy from you was marked -1.

To let someone copy your work done in fulfilling an assign-

ment was marked 0. Being an accessory to cheating is not

regarded by these students to be as bad, apparently, as

doing the cheating oneself. esponses to questions con-

cerned with respect for property indicated decisively that

the right of private property is still much in honor among

this Group of students. The students indicated by their

responses that the effect c lying or truth telling has

on other people is considered an important factor in judg-

ing whether it is right or wrong. Lying is considered bad

and should not be done wantonly, but if it helps somebody

rather than harm him it is considered all right.

The ratings reported have to do only with abstract

principles. Sohnepp stated that he would expect actual

practice to be below the level of princielei

Chas. A. Drake (2) gave true-false tests to a college

class totaling one hundred twenty six students. The items

were marked with a plus (70 or a zero (0) and the students

were allowed to grade their own papers. The author scored

the tests on a master chart and returned the tests so that
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the student could grade his own test. The answers v:ere

then compared to discover if any changes had been made.

Of the one hundred twenty six students takin the tests,

thirty cheted. used on the average grades earned by the

students the results are shown as follows:

No I, students cheated
4% of B students cheated

23% of C students cheated
75% of D students cheated
67(:, of F students cheated

According; to quartile of intelligence the following

was found:

None cheated in the highest quartile
9 cheated in the second quartile
6 cheated in the third quartile
15 cheated in the fourth quartile

More fraternity students cheated than non-fraternity

members. Drake concluded that this was probably due to

pressure for better grades for the house. Only 20% of the

cheaters enrolled for further courses in the department,

while 90% of the non-cheaters enrolled. Drake stated that

a lack of interest and lack of success may account for this

difference.

H. W. James (3) made several studies among college,

high school and elementary students. ! multiple choice ex-
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anination consisting of 20 questions was given to a group of

college students in order to determine honesty as shorn by

bluffing. The questions wore composed in such a way that

none of the answers was correct. The averaEe number of ques-

tions bluffed by the group was 17.9; 96.2% bluffed over one-

half of the questions; 36.66% bluffed all the questions.

In order to determine honesty as shown by cheating, a

confidential questionnaire mac riven to 439 children of the

elementary and high schools in Alabama. It was found that

100% of the high school students and 98% of the teachers had

been guilty of cheating in some form.

In another study James gathered data from ninety-one

college girls by means of a confidential questionnaire to

determine honesty as shown by lying. He found that a very

large percentage lie to each other, their parents and teach-

erg.

In still another questionnaire, 10 college girls listed

ten occupations from honest to dishonest as follows:

1. Minister 6. Merchant

2. Farmer 7. Traveling salesman

3. Teacher 8. Peal estate agent

4. Doctor 9. Lawyer

5. Skilled workman 10. Politician
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The same girls listed the vocation that they preferred

their future husbands to engage in as follows:

1. Lawyer 6. Farmer

2. Doctor 7. Politician

S. Merchant 8. Skilled workman

4. Reel estate agent 9. Yinister

5. Teacher 10. Traveling salesman

James suggests that in this study honesty seems to be

over-balanced by other factors, saah as ability to earn mon-

ey.

The findings point to the conclusion, which is not

very creditable to our educational procedure in home and

school, that honesty is not developed. 7,xpediency may be a

more influential concept than "honesty is the best policy."

It is not a ^uestion of two groups--honest and dishonest--

but more a question of relative honesty. A difference be-

tween practice, as shown by these studies, and the generally

accepted standards of social conduct is so great and of such

a vital nature that more evidence is needed to substantiate

the findings.

N. E. Peavy (4) conducted an experiment at Oregon State

College consistin. of 354 cases. The study dealt largely

with freshman and sophomore students--although there were a
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few upper classmen included. The techniue employed oon-

sisted mainly of a test, first scored by the investigator

and later scored by the students, to determine the incid-

ence of cheating. Other factors such as age, sex, class,

church affiliation, state of residence, etc., were obtained

from information given in a questionnaire Which the college

professor in charge requested the students to fill out.

Since space does not permit a complete review of this

study in this thesis, some of the more important findings

are as follows:

1. That the nercentae of those who cheated in

this study was 41.2, the men averaging 45.1 and the

women 36 per cent, but when the factor of intelli-

gence is considered sex differences vanish.

2. That a positive relationship appeared to ex-

ist between intellience and the extent of cheating.

3. That age seemed to have a significant relation-

ship to the extent of cheating, the older students be-

ing more dishonest than the younger.

4. That the upper classmen appeared to be more

dishonest than the lower classmen.

5. That cheating was more prevalent among frat-

ernity members than among non-fraternity men and wo-

men.
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6. That when only the father was dead, cheating

was distinctly higher than when only the mother or

both parents 7ere dead.

7. That students having only older brothers and

sisters tended to cheat more than those having only

younger or both older and younger brothers and sis-

ters,

8. That college students graduating in the upper

level of their hint school class cheated less than

those graduating in the average or lower levels,

9. That there is a wide rangy of cheating among

the various character building organizations, the

Campfire Girls being the most honest of the women's

organizations, and the Boy Scouts among the men's.

10. That those who participated in such activ-

ities as public speaking, publications, and clubs

cheated less than those who participated in athlet-

ics and politics.

11. That an inverse relationship was found between

cheating and scholastic achievement.

12. That such factors as the school in college,

parents dead or alive, parents together or separated,

nationality, salary of parent, church affiliation or

membership, size of home town, size of high school,
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number of brothers and sisters and type of high

school activities engaged in are relatively unimpor-

tant in diagnosing dishonest conduct.

13. Factors of greater importance are those of

age, mental rating, scholastic achievement, occupation

of parent and degree of self-support.

V. C. Wallace (5) of Nebraska state Teachers College

presented to his freshman classes a list of conduct prob-

lems with instructions to classify them as problems of maj-

or or minor nature. Among them were such items as "oheat-

ing on exminations", "using ponies", "oopying prepared as-

signments", and "looking on the other fellow's paper."

Eighty per cent of the students replied that these

were of a minor nature and therefore should not worry the

teacher if they showed up in the classroom.

Next, Mr. 77allace asked if they had ever made use of

such iuostionable practices in high school and how they

justified such action. seventy -five per cent admitted halt-

Inc, cheated in high school exmlinations and 55% admitted

having handed in another's work as their own. The matter

of justifying such conduct is classified as follows:

1. "Something that was required to graduate", "Did

not see any value in the subject", "Needed it to
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get into college", - -60% of the class.

2. "Outlines made and never used", "Too many facts",

50%,

3. "Necessity of working for grades", --66 2/3%.

4. "Couldn't help seeing someone else's paper",

"Temptation was too close at hand", 50%.

5. "The other fell= did it", --30%.

G. F. Miller (6) purposely graded some examination

papers too high or too low in order ttl Arminh man opportun-

ity for students to re:ort errors in their favor. Over 35%

of the 73 students involved failed to report errors in their

favor. The results indicated that there was little, if any

difference ln the amount of cheating in relation to class

or sex. No reliable conclusions could be drawn.

:n unknown author t7) gave a final exanin,Ation to 72

freshmen and 57 juniors in Education. These examinations

were collected ,:rid scored on another piece of paper. Each

student then marked his own paper as the answers were dic-

tated from a key. The papers were then handed in and

changes made by the students noted. It was feund that 33,

or 46%, of the freshmen had made changes in their favor,

while only 14, or 25%, of the juniors had rude such changes.

The author noted that there was a distinct correlation be-
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cheated consistently less than those with low I. .'s. It

was noted, however, that there was even a more definite re-

lationship between the raw scores on the Otis test and the

tendency for both juniors rind freshmen to cheat. Thirty-

eight per cent of the freshmen and 22% of the juniors with

Otis scores above 50 cheated, While the percentages for

those below 50 were 54 and 50 respectively, This last ob-

servation sacgests that mental age may be more clouely as-

sociated with dishonesty than the I.

N. Fenton (6) of Ohio University perfermed an exper-

iment in his psychology class of 32 college sophomores to

determine to what extent students would cheat if given the

welortunity. Three situations were used. First, the in-

structor remained in the room and read a book during an ex-

amination; second, he remained in his office adjoining the

room, but out of sight; third, he left the building and

walked across the car:Ipus to the library, being quite vis-

ible to the entire class. Observers were stationed in var-

ious parts of the room to record the frequency of cheating.

Of the 32 students, 63% cheated in one or more sit-

uations. When the instructor was in the room, 31% cheated;

when he was in the adjoining office, 39% cheated; and when

he left the building, 45% cheated. Fenton concluded that
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there was a pronouced tendency for cheating to increaae in

relation to the opportunities presented. Campbell and Foch

(11), in a similar experiment, upheld this conclusion.

When the cowse grades made by the students were com-

pared with their intellience rating it was noted that there

was a definite correlation between I. and the tendency to

cheat. Those with the higher I. .'s tended to cheat less,

W. G. Campbell of the University of Southern California

has made two investigations relative to dishonesty in college

students.

In one study (0 he endeavored to ascertain if a rel-

ationshi;) existed between dishonesty and such factors as in-

telliE;ence, scholastic achievement, overstatement, neurotic

tendency, dominance submission, extroversion, introversion,

and self - sufficiency. One hundred seventy-three cases rep-

resenting all clssos, including graduates, were tested to

determine the incidence of cheating. The following facts

are worth noting:

1. 96 or 565 of the students tested were guilty

of cheating.

2. An Otis intelligence test was riven and the

author noted that, in general, cribbers were less in-

telligent than non - cribbers. This agrees with the
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results of most other studies regarding the relation-

ship between intelliQence and dishonesty.

3. On an overstatement test, the cheaters mere

found to overstate 11.3.i. 5.1% more than non-cheaters.

4. Scholastic achievement was lower in the case

of cheaters than in the case of non-cheaters. The

majority of other studies, with few exceptions, have

reached the same conclusion.

5. By giving the Bernreuter Personality Inventory

it vas found that:

a. Cheaters were more neurotic than non-cheat-

ers.

b. Cheaters were less self-sufficient than

non-cheaters.

c. Cheaters were found to be more introverted

and more dominant than non-cheaters. Ord-

inarily, one who is dominant is also self-

sufficient. This abnormality may explain

the cheaters' actions. As a result of

this study, Campbell implies that cheat-

ing in class is due not only to pressure

exerted upon the student to make high

grades, but also to the ease rith which

cheating can be accomplished. Be also in-
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fors that the branding of a cheater as

a separate and distinct entity 13 not

only dangerous but unjustifiable, since

all degrees of dishonesty were apparent

in this investigation.

Campbell made another study (10) to determine to what

extent students would report errors in grading when the er-

rors were in their favor The grou7 tested consisted of 15

men and 55 women, but was treated with no reference to sex.

Two true - false tests were given each week for a period of

nine weeks. The instructor carefully marked each incorrect

answer and recorded the correct score in his class book.

In putting the scores on the papers, however, the instructor

intentionally altered the scores, giving some papers too

few points, some too many, and others their correct scores.

This system was rotated so that each student received 16 pap-

ers, one half of which were incorrectly graded. Each time

the papers were returned, the instructor announced that

someone else had graded the papers and if any errors were

found, the papers should be returned for correction.

Campbell found that 65.7% of the students kept six or

more points in their favor. Be also noted that 68.3% of the

sophomores and 56% of the juniors failed to report errors in
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their favor. The number of juniors included in this study

was so smn71, hoecver, that the results may be statistically

unreliable, but there is a maeeestien that there may be a

relationship bets een dishonesty and maturity.

In 1927-28 7. G. Campbell and Helen L. Koch (11) con-

ducted an experiment to determine the extent and degree of

dishonesty among stueents of a large university having an

honor system.

Three groups were used: One zrroup (Group "L") re-

(solved three lectures of an inspirational and informational

nature on honesty. Another group (Group "N") received no

such lectures but were under the same instructor. & third

group (Group "C") was used as a control group. Groups "L"

and "N" were comparable groups made up of 170 students rep-

resenting all classes in college.

One situation involved the correction and grading of

an Otis intelligence test previously taken by the students,

having been scored and tabulated on another paper by the in-

structor before r,eturning the papers. A second situation in-

volved three regular course examinetions in which advanced

students acted as spies and reported clear cut evidence of

cheating. The following figure points out elite clearly

that cheating increased with scholastic advancement from

freshmen to advanced students:
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FIGURE

WHO CHEATED ON TIE OTIS TEST

OR ON ONE OR 7Ixu cqq;= sum417vNs

GROUP L GROUP N

Class
Course

Otis test Examinations Otis test
Course

Examinations

Freshman 7,7 6.7 33.3 18.8

Sophomore 37.0 26,7 25.0 27.3

3unior 34.2 38.0 39.3 54.3

Senior 37.5 77.8 35.7 44.4

Graduate 100.0 100.0 100.0

TOTAL 35*0 .
i

3.3 34.7 ./ 3.3 34.3 -/ /3.6 39.1 . 3.4

In the experiment involving the three re.:ular course

examinations, three different types of proctoring were used.

1. The instructor Was in the molt the entire time.

2. The instructor was in and out intermittently.

3. The instructor WrIS out of the room and the stu-

dents were aware that he would not return.

As mentioned before, several advanced students acted

as spies and reported only the clear cut evidence of cheat-

ing.

The results obtained from this experiment show that



cheating increased in relation to the opportunities present-

ed. The following figare taken from Campbell and Koch's

study bear out this conclusion.

FIGURE II

nliCENTAGE OF STUDENTS CKSATING ON COURSE 4XAMINATIONS

PROCTORp TIT4 VAI-119US DEGREES OF THOROUGHNESS

"rou
Instructor present caring entire exam. 12.3 16.3

Instructor frequently absent durinE exam. 22.5 30.4

Instructor not present. 24.5 12.0

A summary as given by Campbell and Koch follows:

1. Dishonest conduct, both minor and gross, occurred

frequently among the students of this university

having an honor system.

2. All degrees of dishonesty appeared--a fact which

suggests that the categorizing of persons as hon-

est or dishonest is not justifiable.

3. The incidence of cheating in this study was appar-

ently a function of task or motive and the ease

with which it could be accomplished.

4. Thoroughness with which the examinations were
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proctored or supervised seemed to be influential

factors in determining the amount of cheating.

5. Instruction, through lectures regarding honesty,

apparently had no effect.

G. The honest and dishonest groups did not differ

materially in average age, mental test score,

course grade, or general university grade,

7. That the cheating on examinations increased with

the scholastic advancement of the students is

suecested, but not conclusively demonstrated by

the data of the experiment.

N. L. Yepson (12) in 1929 gave to a class of 59 stu-

dents, most of whom had completed at least one year of

oollege, an examination which was scored by the instructor

and then returned for each student to grade his own paper.

It was found that 20 of the 59, or 22%, cheated one or more

times on the test. Strangely enough, it was the brighter

students who changed their answers when the opportunity

presented itself. Only 7 of the 20 who were dishonest were

below the median for the class in intelligence, while the

other 13 were above the median. This, however, is an un-

usual condition and is not characteristic of most experi-

mental results as has been pointed out above and as will be
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shown later.

N. L. Yepson (13) in another study using the sane tech-

nique, save the Ohio Literary Test to a class in mental

measurements. The class consisted of 27 students, all teach-

ers, ranging; from 18 to 55 years of age. By corT)aring the

students' scores with those obtained by the instructor be-

fore returning the papers it was disoovered that 29.5% of

the group had changed their scores. Later the same instruct-

or cnrried on the same experiment with a group of 53 stu-

dents and found that 24.5% cheated. The number of cases is

too small, however, to be of any statistical importance, but

the faot remains that both students and teachers yielded to

the temptation to cheat.

Elon H. Moore (14) attempted to divide students into

four groups; dishonest, suspicion, non-suspicion, and hon-

est. The students sere given a dictated test and marked /

or They were then allowed to grade their own papers.

The instructor read incorrect answers on part of the ques-

tions which were distributed equally throughout the test.

One week later the same questions were included in another

larger test. Placed into four ()lasses according to the

number of changes made, the author found that:

1. Honest students were consistently honest.
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2. There was considerable variation in the suspicion

and the non-suspicion groups.

3. Dishonest students were consistently dishonest«

4. Men were more dishonest than women.

5. Graduates were more dishonest than undergraduates.

The number tested (49) was too small to draw any re-

liable conclusions.

STUDIES ON THE HIGH senocu,uvq,

A. D. Dean (15) by means of a questionnaire attempted

to ascertain the attitude taken by high school students to-

ward the matter of cheating in class. He vent before sev-

eral large groups of high school students and asked them

to write the answers to several questions, telling them not

to sign their names as he was not interested in whose ans-

wers they were. Among the questions asked were the follow-

ing:

1. Is it right to cheat on an examination?

2. Is it any of the taformorts business if others

cheat?

3. Is it right to let others copy your work?

4. Should a student remain honest When he sees other

students getting better grades by cheating?
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The most typical and most frequent answers given by

students were:

1. It is none of my business if others cheat.

2. The class despises a tale bearer.

3. Teacher should not leave the room during exam-

inations.

4. Cheating is lust the same as stealing.

5. Those who cheated in school are just as successful

in life as those who did not.

6, A student ought to be honest even though others

are dishonest, but it is against human nature to

be honest when so many of your neighbors are dis-

honest.

7. Cheatinc does no good but it may save one from

failing.

This study attempts to show how the students them-

selves consider the question of cheating in school. ':vident-

ly high school students do not consider cheating a serious

offense. It does show that there must be something lacking

in our character building program as carried on by the home,

the school, the church, and clubs.

P. R. Hightower (16) conducted an investigation cover-

ing, grades seven to twelve inclusive. The study included
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3,316 students in twelve different localities, representing

various intelligence, social, economic and occupational lev-

els ani including both sexes. The purpose of the experiment

was to determine whether or not any correlation existed be-

tween biblical information and cheating in school. The data

did not show differences or percentages in cheating accord-

ing to grades. The results of the study showed a slight

negative correlation between biblical information and cheat-

ins.

Earl L. Larson (17) conducted a study in the Baker,

Oregon, High School in 1934-35 in which he tested 513 stu-

dents to determine the factors associated with dishonesty in

high school students. His study was purposely made to par-

allel the Peavy study made on the college level at Oregon

State College in 1933. The same techniques were used in

both studies.

The writer wishes only to list the more significant re-

sults obtained in the present study. Larson listed the fol-

lowing conclusions drawn from his experiment:

1. That cheating is extensive in high school and pre-

sents a serious problem which must ultimately be

dealt with through preventive and remedial measures

in our schools,
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2. That cheating tends to increase in :Toportion to

the opportunities presented and the ease with which

it can be accomplished.

3. That rithin the limits of the data contained in his

study it is practically impossible to predict with

any degree of certainty who will and who will not

cheat in a given situation.

4. That intellience appears to exert the most pro-

nounced influence upon dishonesty of any of the

factors considered in his study.

5. That such factors as nationality, parent's salary,

parent's occupation, religious clo.krac-

ter organization membership, number and type of

high school activities, city or rural residence,

and number of brothers and sisters appear to bear

little relation to the tendency to cheat in high

school.

6. That factors of more importance in diagnosine stu-

dent honesty are: sex, age, year in high school,

parents living or dead, scholastic achievement,

school progress, intent:once rating, and older

brothers and sisters.

7. That anything which exerts pressure upon the stu-

dent making, it more difficult for him to compete
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successfully with other stuents has a tendency to

cause him to cheat.

STITTIT;$ ON Tro7 MOWARY 'AVE;

Hartshorne and May (18) have probably made the most ex-

tensive studies relative to a :resat many forms of dishonesty

and deceit. In a study involving 1500 and 3000 elementary

school children between the ages of nine and thirteen in-

clusive, an atteiapt was made to deten-line the factors assoc-

iated with cheating in classroom tests. The conclusions

reached as a result of this study are as follows:

1. That within the age limits of the data, there was

only a slight association between age and the tend-

ency to deceive. The older students cheated slight-

ly more than the younger, but the difference was not

very significant.

2. The sex factor has little or no significance in the

tendency to cheat.

3. That no relation was found to exist between physic-

al condition and the tendency to cheat.

4. That the resemblance of siblings in deception was

about the same as their resemblance in intelligence.

5. That children from broken homes cheated more than
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those from unbroken homes.

6. That colored children and children whose parents

were born in Southern Europe cheated more than

those whose parents wore born in Northern Europe

or North America.

7. That no significant difference was noted in the

amount of cheating from grade to grade. In some

school systems cheating increased with advance-

ment through the grades, Ahile in others the ex-

act opposite was true.

8. That a pronounced and positive relationship ex-

isted between intelligence and the tendency to de-

ceive as shown by the following figure:

Fi Guiz II
FR7atTENCY OF GATING A3 RELATED TO INTELLICYNCE

I -\t, Cases
Percent
Cheating

140--up 61 21

120-139 196 31

110-119 312 30

90-109 824 48

80- 89 523 49

60- 79 257 70

0- 39 33 82
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9, That students with high scholastic achievement

cheated less than those with low achievement, but

when stated in terms of mental age, the relationship

disappeared.

10. That Sunday School attendance made no difference

in the amount of cheating. Those who attended reg-

ularly cheated as much as those who attended rarely

or not at all.

11. That a positive correlation existed between dis-

honesty and the occupational level of the farlily

as indicated in Figure IV:

FIGURE

PlIBMNCY OF ONEATINQ AND OCCUPATIONNf LW EL

Occupation Cases
Percent
Cheating

Professional 404 25.7

Artisan 674 46.8

Skilled Labor 396 46.3

Unskilled Labor 154 55.2

12. That children belonginr- to organizations purporting

to teach honesty, deceived about the same as child-

ren who did not belong.

Frank A. Clarke (19) gave a series of tests to 500 child-
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ren attending daily vacation Bible school in Lincoln,

Nebraska. Agee ran trim eight to fourteen, representing

grades four to nine. On a "peeking test" he found that

54% of the boys and 68% of the girls cheated. These per-

centages are rather high when compared with the results of

other elementary school studies. There was no evidence that

age, long,er exposure to school or the Sunday School made

any significant difference in their attitude toward cheat-

inc.

In 1931, Harold S. Tuttle (20) of Eugene, Oregon, com-

pleted a study tracinc, 1320 cases involving pupils from

grades four to seven' over a two year period. Two tests

were given, one in 1928 and another in 1920. In this ex-

periment, dishonesty was discovered by the use of a con-

cealed carbon device which disclosed any changes made in

the ansrs previously given. Three school systems were

used in the study; one in an firicultural and lumbering com-

mnnity, with a univesity population, and one in a rural

district with an enrollment of less than two hundred pup-

ils. The author noted that the tendency to cheat decreased

as the age of the pupils increased. On the first test, 793

cheated, whereas on the second test only 310 cheated. Ten

times as many ceaed cheating on the second test as started

cheating on the first. It was also noted that there was a
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positive relationship between honesty and intelli once. Of

the students having an I. Z. of 110 or over, only 11% cheat-

ed consistently, while 22% of those having an I. 1. of be-

low 90 were consistently dishonest. There was no indication

that the grade in school had any significant effect upon the

percentage of cheating in the olasoreom. The author reports

that evidence seemed to indicate that the child is influenced

much more strongly by the environment than by the school it-

self.

M. A. Steiner (21), supervising principal of the public

schools, Ingram, Pennsylvania, attempted to determine whether

students cheated more or less as they advanced through the

grades. Changed answers were used as a basis for determining

the percentage of cheating. Tests were first scored by the

teachers and then corrected by the students. This study in-

volving elementary school children in grades 5B and 7A, re-

vealed that there was more cheating in Five B than in Seyen

A; that those above the median in Five Cheated more than

those below the median; and that those above the median in

Seven A cheated less than those below the median. No con-

clusions were drawn since the number of cases was too small.

As an interesting sideliht, teachers attempted to divide

the students into five groups according to honesty. The
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group, and .18 for the seven A group with the actual rem

sults of the tests. These low correlations appear to in-

dicate that one cannot glass very accurately as to who

needs moral idance.

In a second study (22), using the same technique,

.-',teiner attempted to determine whether or not students in

schools having a definite program of character education

were less dishonest than these in schools havinc no such

prozram. The study involved 813 students of the eighth

and ninth grades in nine different schools. In each school

studied, the author noted whether or not the school pro-

fessed to have an organized program of character education.

In all the schools except two a definite prorme of char-

acter education was offered. In r,eneral the ninth grade

students were found to be more honest than those in the

eighth grade. Honesty varied from 9.1% in one class to

78.7% in the nose honest class. With the exception of one

school, those reporting a definite program of character ed-

ucation scored higher in honesty than those having none.

No conclusions could be drawn, however, due to the small

number of schools involved.

A. Baseman (23) selected about 400 school children
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representing a un71.form an' average group, within which val-

id comparisons of families of varying size an composition

could be made.

Although this experiment does not involve dishonesty,

it arihraces one factor Ahich is to be included as a part

of the main study; namely, the number of older, younger or

older and younger brothers and sisters each child has.

lccording to Baseman, it appears that children are

MOM industrious and able at school the mere siblings they

have up to four; that the eldest siblinr hns, on the aver+

age, a higher class position than the median sibling, and

the youngest a lower position than the, median.

William E. naught (24) made a study of 140 children,

70 of whom consistently lied and 70 of whom consistently

told the truth as determined by previous tests. In this

study he endeavored to determine Whether or not certain

psychological aldlities were closely related, to untruthful-

ness in children. He found that the intelligence factor

was quite negligible, though it suggested a slight weight-.

ing to the advantage of the truthfUl children. On the

whole, however, he concluded that individual psychological

abilities were not as closely related to untruthfUlness as

were the home conditions of the pupil.
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SLIISIARY

In summarizing the results of previous studies review-

ed in this chapter, only the most important findings and

conclusions are mentioned. These are as follows:

1. That, in general, the factor of ace in relation to

cheating is not important. In some studies the older stu-

dents were found to be most dishonest, while in others the

younger students 7Yere Found most didhonost.

2. One study showed thnt schools having definite or-

ganized character education pror;rams scored higher in hon-

esty than those having none.

3. That sex bears little, if any, relation to dis-

honesty.

4. That students belonging to organizations outside

of school which purported to give instruction in character

training, cheated as much as those who did not belong.

5. That there appears to be a definite association

between honesty and the occupational level of the family.

6. That religious affiliation, Sunday 3chool attend-

ance and biblical information bear little or no relation to

the amount of cheat ing.

7. That any attempt to classify students as being

wholly honest or dishonest is unjustifiable.
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8. That, althoukh one study1 concluded otherwise, the

factor of intelligence bears a definite and positive rela-

tionship to dishonesty. In general, the more intelligent

the group, the less they will cheat in classroom tests.

9. That cheating is prevalent in all levels of our

American schools.

10. That, in general, high scholastic achievemon'i; is

accompanied by a decrease in the amount of cheating.

11. Two studies2 showed that the so-called "honor sys-

tem" used in class-room examinations do not tend to lessen

the amount of cheating.

12, That the broken home exerts more of an influence

upon the conduct of the elementary school student than on

that of the college student.

13. That the factor of environment exerts a strong in-

fluence on the conduct of the school child.

14. That there is little difference in the amount of

cheating from grade to ,Jiade. In some schools and colleges,

more cheating is found in the upper grades, While in others

the opposite is true.

1. Yepsen, N. L. (12)
2. Fenton, N. (0 and Campbell and Koch (11)
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15. That anything which tends to exert pressure with

reference to scholastic achievement may lift the percentage

of cheating in a class.

16. That cheating tends to increase in direct relatioro-

ship to the opportunities presented for cheating.
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CliAVAEBITI

ANALYSIS 4ND W727.73PIIBTATION QZ RESULTS

In the precedin7 chapter a review of previous studies

regarding. cheating and dishonesty of students in all lev-

els of our educational system was presented. This chapter

will deal with the analysis and interpretation of the data

compiled by the writer in this present study.

The procedures and techniques employed in this study

for determining cheating were valid and reliable. Neither

the teachers nor the students were aware of the real pur-

pose for which the current events test used in this experi-

ment was given. It was regarded as a simple test to deter-

mine the average student's knowledge of current events.

Since neither the teaohers nor the students had any know-

ledge of the purpose for which the test was to be used, it

was administered and taken under perfectly normal class-

room conditions. There can be no doubt that the amount of

cheating was consistently and reliably disclosed. Either

a student cheated or he did not; there was no middle ground.

In other words, the opportunity to chea was present if th

student chose to take advantage of it. By comparing the

student's answers as tabulated by the writer, with those
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,after, the student had corrected his paper, discrepancies

were noted and recorded. Since one of the purposes of this

thesis is to parallel the Larson experiment which in turn

parallels the Peavy study, considerable reference will be

made to those studies in this thesis.

ANALYSIS OF FINpINGS

In analyzing and discussing the findings of this study,

the order in which the various factors are discussed will

be the same as in the Larson study. For the purpose of

clearness and comparison, tables similar to those used in

the Larson experiments will be used to supplement the data

given in the discussion and analysis.

1. General Information

Of the 241 oases included in this study, 111, or 46.5%

cheated.

TAT I

General Information

Cases in study 241

!Amber of cheaters - - - 111

Percentage cheating 0 . 464i
A
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In the test, each student was ,iven the opportunity to

cheat if he chose to do so. The number of opportunities was

variable, however, depending on the type of errors and the

number of omissions on each student's paper.

The frequency of cheating is only shown as a matter Of

interest, since it was not the purpose of this study to

determine the degree of dishonesty, but rather its presence

or absence. No reliable means of measurtmc: the number of

opportunities available could be set up, hence no attempt

was made to show ft correlation between the type of errors

an the number of times students cheated. It will be

noted in the table below that more frequencies occur in the

lower intervals than in the higher. The range in the number

of times a student cheated varied from 1 to 45. Almost id-

entical results were obtained in the Larson and Peavy studies.

FregutIncy of Cheating

(RanJ:e 1--45 Median 11.66)

Interval Frequency
.M4W4V"a''''../WO°"a'WOO..~.~.

41 » 45 3
56 » 40 1
$1 » 35 4
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26 30 0
21- 25 16
16 - 20 9
11 - 15 18
6 - 10 22
1 - 5 38

3. Cheatinf; AccordinE to Sex

In the Peavy study, concerning dishonesty in college

students, the men cheated appreciably more than the women.

Peavy accounted for this in that the women had higher in-

telli7ence ratings than the men. In the Larson experiment

the girls cheated more than the boys, but only by 4.95

which was too small to be statistioally significant. In

the present study the boys cheated more than the girls, per-

centages being 46.4 for the boys and 45.6 for the girls.

This difference is too amen to have any significance.

TAB1LE

C11:1.;ATING ACCOVING TO 3:QX

Sex Cases
OINIMMIIIMNP1.10.110011Mlow

Male 228 106 46.4

Female 254 116 45.6

4. Cheating According to 1e

In analyzing the data given in Table IV, it is noted

that the percentage of chentin is not consistent nor does
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it make any kind of pattern. Ages 12, 17, and 18 must be

disregarded as there was only one case in each age group.

The percentage between the ages of 13 and 16 inclusive,

varied from 41.6% to 55'~0, Peavy, in his study, found that

there was a tendency for cheating to increase as the ages

of the students increased, where as Larson's experiment

showed the opposite tendency. From the finding of the three

studies, no conclusions can be reached regarding the tenden-

cy to cheat accordin,- to the age of the individual.

MAE a
Cheatina 4ccordini to Alp

BAgilaie and Vemale

Cases No. Cheating

18 3. 0 00.0
17 1 0 00.0
16 18 10 55.0
15 60 25 41.6
14 103 47 45.6
13 51 27 54.3
12 1 0 00.0

5. Cheafing Accordlng_ be Craw 1 School

Accordin- to Table V, there is less cheating in the
ninth grade than in the eighth grade. These findings oo-

inoide with both the Larson and Peavy studies with the ex-

ception that Larson ftand slightly more cheating in the
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:senior year in high school than in the Junior year. This

deviation from the general pattern is accounted for by Lar-

son as perhaps due to pressure exerted for credits necessary

for graduation. tinny of the seniors carried five or six

subjects, making, it necessary for them to do moot of their

studying outside of sehool hours. The differences between

the percentages of cheating in the various classes consid-

ered in the three studies are not sufficiently large

en .ugh to warrant drawing any ,-,eneral conclusion to the

effect that cheating decreases from grade to grade throuev.

out Junior high school, high school, and collef;e, but the

tendency in that direction seems to exist.

12aii

Cheating Accordim jo Grade in junior high.

Grade Cases No. Cheating %

Ninth 157 64 40.7

Eighth 84 47 55.9

6. Cheating According to marital Status of Parents

In determining the effect of the broken home upon the

tendency to cheat, the broken home was classified under

two heads; (1) that broken by death of one of the parents,

and (2) that broken by separation of the parents. There

were no orphans among those tested.
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As shown in Table VI, the percentage of cheating among

students from the normal Wally, with both parents living

to ;other, was 11.2%. Amonz students from families in which

the father was dead, the percentage of cheaters was 56.65.

The percentage Jumped to 66.6% among students from families

in which the mother was dead, students from families broken

by separation cheated only about V) more than those from

normal families, the percentage being 48%.

The number of cases is so small that no reliable con-

clusions can be drawn, but it is interesting to note that

these findings do not compare with those of the Larson study.

Larson found less °heating among the sLudents from the hone

in Which the parents were separated than in the normal home.

Larson found no difference in the amount of cheating done

by children from homes in which the mother was dead and

those from normal homes, but found considerable more in

the students from homes in Which the father was dead.

In this study as in the Peavy and Larson experiments,

the evidence would indicate that the home broken by sep-

aration or divorce does not exert the pressure upon the

child as does that home in which one of the parents is

dead. The home broken by divorce or separation appeared

to have the opposite effect upon the child's dishonesty in

school than that generally supposed.
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Ths writer wishes to emphasize again that further

study should be made in this regard as the number of cases

used in this study is too small for any reliable oonclusiona

to be drawn.

41101111010MiliftWWOOP........." *Aft.

Cameo No. Cheating %

Parents iivinf; together 188 83 44.2

Father dead 23 13 56.6

(other dead 3 2 66.6

Parents separated 25 12 48
4101101. IMO

7. CheatincAccordttvl to Nationality,

The factor of nationality apparently bears little, if

any, relation to the incidence of cheating in the junior

high school. The community in which this study vas made is

composed largely of "Americans" and most of the students

who indicated other nationalities are of mixed nationalities.

There is no correlation between this study regarding cheat-

ing nationality and the experiments of Larson or Peary.

Larson's study showed the Germans to be high in the per-

centage of cheaters, whereas in this experiment the Germans
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are v'ell down the list. The English were high in percentae

of cheaters in this study, whereas Larson found them to be

among the most honest.

TpLE

Cheatine. Accordin6 to_atiamllaix

Nationality Ca3e No. Cheating

Scotch 12 7 58.3

English 33 17 51.5

Scandinavian 12 6 50

French 6 3 50

Swiss 4 2 50

German 27 13 48.1

Irish 10 4 40

Dutch 5 1 20

00001/1411/.1810.

8. Cl...4441.922=iit.-....Occupation Parent

In the study conducted by Hartshorne and Vey (18),

and in the one conducted by Peavy, there was found to ex-

ist a positive relationship between the occupational level

of the family and dishonesty. Larson, however, found no

such relationship. In this study, as in Larson's, there le

no important deviation from the general averse except in
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the cri3e of the former group, and par hays slightly, the pro-

f-:.)ssional group. This deviation may be attributed to other

factors such as I.Q. or environment. In this particular

study then, it may be concluded that the occupational level

of the family was a factor bearing little or no relation to

()heating in the junior high school.

TAB
Chcatini; Accordinci, to Occupation of the Parent

Occupation Cases

dINNOMII.NIMIONOMe...011411111.1.1111111.111,10

No. Cheating

Artisan 63 33 52.4

Merchant 37 19 51.3

Laborer 32 15 46.8

Professional 48 19 39.5

Farmer 24 8 -3.3

9. Cheating According to Number of Brothers and Sisters

In the Larson and Peavy studies, the number of brothers

and sisters the student had was found to be a relatively in-

significant factor concerning cheating in school. Although

in this experiment there is some variation in the percent-

ages, there is, nevertheless, a general relation between

the tendency to cheat in the junior high school and the
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number of brothers and sisters in the family. Fron the re-

sults obtained it IVO uld seem, in c;eneral, that the more

brothers and sisters a student has, the greater the tendency

to cheat, as shown in Table IX.
TABLE Z.

heati ccordi rz to NUmber of Brothers and Sisters

-,
Number Cases No. Cheat ing

51 16 10 62.5

5 16 8 50

4 23 14 60.8

3 34 15 44.1

2 59 30 50.8

1 64 21 32.8

0 27 9 33,3

10. Cheti cc2 ordinc' to Older er Dam. rothers and

Jisterp,
The student's relative position in the family with re-

gard to older and younger brothers and sisters apparently
may have some effect upon his honesty or dishonesty. As

shown in Table X a higher percentage of the students having

a majority of older brothers and sisters cheated than those
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having a majority of youni,Ler, ones. Both Larson and Peavy

obtained similar results in their studies.

LINZ X
Cheating According" to Older and YouWer

Brothers end 3isters

Cases No. Cheating %

Majority Older 115 58 47.1

Majority Younger 66 25 40.3

11. CheatingCity vs Bus Jtu4ents

Whether a student lives within the city or in the

country in this particular community apparently is of

little consequence as far as tendency to cheat is concern-

ed, as shown in rable

Lau
eat

Cases No. Cheating %

City Students 164 67 40.8

Bus Students 38 15 41.6
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12. CheatingAcording to Grade School Attended

As a matte of interest, the writer tried to determine

if there was more cheating among the students trained in

the city schools than among those of other communities.

According to Table XII there is s1 i7;ht difference in the

percentage of cheating of students from city school systems.

Rural students tended to cheat less, but the small number

of cases represented by the rural students may influence

the results.

TAB XII

cheating, A000rdin& to Grade School. Attended

School Cases Mb. Cheating %

Corvallis Schools 146 71 4849

Other Cities 54 25 46.3

Rural 34 13 37.9

13. Cheating and Character Organization Membership

nany organizations such as the Boy Scouts, Girl

Scouts, Campfire Girls, Y.M.C.A., etc., have long claimed

that they furnish effective character training for the

youth of the country. It is not the purpose of this study

to provide argument against this claim, but an examination
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of the data shown in Table XIII, as well as results found

in other similar studies, will indicate that this claim may

not be a valid one. The writer has not shomn the results

for each organization as some other studies have done, as

there is no indication that one organization has more or

less influence than another. In the present study, the stu-

dents belonginr, to Jne or more of these organizations cheat-

ed slightly more than those students not belonging.

After analyzin the data given in Table XIII, it is the

conclusion of the writer that the factor of membership in a

character organization is not related to the incidence of

cheating in the Junior School. In the Larson study as

in the Navy experiment* the same conclusion was drawn.

NILE AUL

Cheat iz Ac...aracter.
r RizatioA Memberahiy

Cases No. Cheating %

Members

Non-members

160

el
76 47.5

35

0.114.0

14. Cheetir aria ChurChAffiliation or Membership

This study shows a wide rani:e in the percentage of



cheating among students affiliated with the various relig-

ious denominations; the lowest percent being 20.0 among

th: Lutherans, and the highest 55.2 among the Methodists.

It is interesting, to note that 46.1% of those professing

religious affiliation cheated on the test while only 40.7%

of those not affiliated with a chullah were dishonest.

14. The data given in Table XIV indicates that there are

wide differences in percentae of cheating between groups

affiliated with the various religious organizations. Stat-

istically, however, these differences are not as great as

they appear. Doubtless there would be a considerable range

of cheating within each denomination if a sufficient num-

ber of eases could be tested. Both the Larson and Peavy

studies noted a wide range in the percentage of cheating,

and the order of frequency of cheating for each group

varied in the three studies. For example; the Methodists

who showed the greatest percentage of °beaters in this

study were the median in the Larson experiment.



TABLE 20

Cheat in and Churehembershi_k

Church Oases No. Cheating
V.1011100111.--mme

Methodist 36 21 55.2

Bapti3t 17 9 52.9

Presbyterian 16 8 50.0

Christian 15 I 16.6

Catholic 13 5 38.4

Lutheran 10 2 20.0

Miscellaneous 21 8 38.1

Church Members 130 60 46.1

Non-members 108 44 40.7
011111111.1MI
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15. Cheating and Working :after School

In the Peavy study it as found that the degre to

which college students sported themselves correlated

highly with the percentage of cheating. Those entirely

self-supporting oheated the most, those partially self-

supporting held a median sosition, while those not stir-

porting themselves r t all had the lowest peroenta6e. Lar-

son, however, in his experiment with high school students

found more cheating among the students not working for pay
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after school hours than among those who worked for nay. The

difference in Larson's study, however, was too small to be

sicxificant.

The data in Table XV shows that those junior high school

students working for pay after school hours cheated consider-

ably more than those not working. These findings, then,

would bear out the results obtained by Peavy among college

students.

Cheatinz_ and, Vic:irking After School for Pay

Cases No. Cheating

working 133 69 51.8

Non-working 106 42 39.6
1.1 1,1

16. ...ksLaci.AordiashCe,ccdes:4rediSool

As has been shown in other studies, the factor of scho-

lastic achievement appears to be definitely related to °halt-

ing; that is, those making high grades cheat consistently

less than those making low grades. Since there is a high

correlation between scholastic achievement and the intelli-

gence quotient, the apparent relationship shown in Table 7.VI

may be due to intellic;ence. It will be noticed that only
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9.5% of those raking him grades dictated as oompnred to

66.6% of those who were failing. Approximately the sane

results were obtained in the Larson and Peavy studies.

Cheating Acoordini t9 Oracles Earned in SehOOk

Grades
*

Cases No. Cheating %

1.00 - 1.49 21 2 9.5

1.50 ... 2.49 0 18 30.0

2.50 - 3.49 94 36 38.2

3.50 iya 4.49 56 22 39.2

4.50 ... 5.00 9 6 66.6

*
Grade of 2.00 denotes highest achievement.

17. ChetinAAccordinci_to Intellklence.

With only one exceptionl all studies of honesty, tak-

ing the factor of intellince into account, agree than an

inverse relationship exists between intelli 'ence and cheat-

ing. In other words, the higher the mental rating, the

lower the percentage of cheating. The findings of the pre-

sent study agree With the majority. As shown in Table XVII,

there is a consistent increase in the percentage of cheating

1. Yepsen, N. L. (12)
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from the fourth or highest quartile of the range of intel-

ligence to the first or lowest quartile.

It is possible that the factor of intelligency may be

the determining factor rather than some other factor shown

in previous tables in this study. For example, because

those of higher intelligence probably enter the mofessions,

the intelligence factor rather than the occupational factor

may be the important consideration in the results shown in

Table VIII, (page 52).

ZULU Ma

Cheating According to Intelligence

quartile Cases No. Cheating

4 62 22 35.4

3 55 24 43.8

2 5.2 ti 46.1

1 54 32 59.:

'quartile rating was determined upon the basis
eq; ure eatire studant body auronnent.

10. Cheatirp: Acnordin4 to the Mother Working

Although this question was not discussed in the Lar-

son or Peavy studies, the writer was interested to know
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if the fact that the student's mother worked outside the

home might have some possible influence on his dishonesty.

Contrary to the results which might be expected, the data

shown in Table XVIII indicate that students whose mothers

work outside the home tended to cheat less than those whose

mothers do not work. However, the difference of 3.2% is so

small that this factor is probably not significant.

T131,7 XVIII

Cheating :'according to the Mothr_Worpmg

Cases No. Cheating ce,)

Mother works 70 31 44.2

Mother does not work 171 81 47.4

19. Cheating and eward for Good Grades

mowing that a number of students received rewards

of some kind for making high grades or received punishment

if the grades were low, it ocoured to the writer that this

question might throw some light on the possible reasons for

cheating in school. Of the 240 students answering this

question, 54 indicated that they received rewards for good

grades or punishment for poor grades. Of the 54 students,
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32 or 59.2% cheated on the examinat ion. Of the 186 students 

receiving neither reward or punishment, only 78, or 41.9% 

cheated. These data would indicate that when the incentive 

is provided, students are prone to take advantage of an op- 

portunity to cheat. No definite conclusions can be drawn 

from these results, however, as the number of students in- 

volved is too small to provide reliable results. Although 

the results here are in keeping with the results obtained 

from other studies, more experimenting should be done before 

drawing definite conclusions. 

TA413473 

Cheating 1 Reward for Good Grades 

Cases No. Cheating % 

Reward for Good Grades 54 32 59.2 

No Reward 186 78 41.9 

20. Cheating: ;i.coordinilto SubjectsIILO Best 

In the Larson and Peavy studies it was pmsible to ob- 

tain data as to cheating in different fields of interest. 

Neither of these studies showed any correlation between the 

field of interest and the amount of cheating done by the 

student, however. As the curriculum in the junior high 
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mehoul is not aepav%tkientalized, 21%.; data could be obtained

regarding this question. The writer was interested, however,

in noting; the ()heating according, to the subject liked best.

No conclusions can be dram as the number of eases for each

subject is snail and there is little difference in the per-

centages between one subject and another.

TAW

Cheating According to Subject Liked Best

3ubject Cses No. Cheating

irpoir
%

amoftwalir.r...11WaslMO.M.r.004006..0..

Mathematics 28 15 53.5

English 33 17 51.5

Industrial Arts 21 10 47.6

Physical education 75 40 45.0

Music 40 18 45.0

`social ',Alsace 23 10 43.9

,'Alence 5 2 40.0

Art 4 1 25.0

Moms Noonomlos 5 0 00.0
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MiAerraz

ST.Ti!""31C.113,3 S

In this study, which parallels the experiments made by

Larson at Baker, Oregon High School, and Peavy at Oregon

State College, the writer has gathered and tabulated pert-

inent information relative to the incidence of cheating in

class room tests in a junior high school. It was the pur-

pose of this experiment not only to determine the extent of

cheating in a particular junior high school, but also to

discover the factors which might influence or be as

with it. Ole data on which this study is based were com-

piled at Corvallis Junior Hi:::11 School during the school

year 1941-42 and involved 241 students in the eighth and

ninth grades with an age range of from 12 to lb inclusive.

Students were given a test covering current events

which were graded by the writer and the answers recorded on

a master sheet. The tests were then returned to the stu-

dents with instructions that they grade their own papers.

By comparing the results obtained from the scoring by the

writer with those obtained When the students scored their

own papers, it was comparatively simple to determine which

students did and which students did not cheat. The test
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was given under normal classroom conditions and administered

by the regular classroom teacher. The correct answers were

read by a student who ha7Tened to have been absent on the

day the test was given, while the teacher was busy with oth-

er work. Neither the students nor the teachers had any

knowledge as to the real purpose for which the test was to

be used.

A few days later a questionnaire was passed out and

each student was asked to answer the questions thereon, gir.

ing the information in regard to the following: name, age,

sex, whether city or bus student, grade, parents living or

dead, parents living together or separated, father's occupa-

tion, mother working outside the hone, number of brothers

and sisters, number of older brothers and sisters, number

of younger brothers and sisters, name of grade school attend-

ed, work for nay outside of school hours, church preference,

church membership, nationality of father, membership in char-

acter building organizations, activities interested in, re-

ward at hone for good grades, and subjects liked best.

The results of the tests and the euestionnaire data were

then carefully tnbuleted on a master summary sheet for study

and analysis.

The following statements summarize the findings of this
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studyt

1. The percentage of cheating in the Corvallis junior

high school was found to be 46.05; the percentage for the

boys being 16.4 and for the girls 45.6.

2. No consistant tendency in cheating according to the

age of the student was noted.

3 The percentage of cheating was considerably less in

the ninth grade than in the eighth grade, being 40.7 and

55.9 respectively.

4. Students whose parents -were both ltvin cheated

slibtly less than the average, while the students who had

loft one parent cheated considerably more than the average.

5. Students whose parents were separated cheated slight-

ly more than the average, but considerably less than the stu-

dents one of whose parents was dead.

6. The factor of wItionality bears little if any re-

lation to the amount of cheating in the Corvallis junior high

school.

7. There was less cheating among the children whose par

ents were of the higher occupational levels. Children of pro-

fessional parents cheated less than the cl.ildren of laborers.

Students whose parents were farmers were an exception to this

statement.
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8. The number of brothers or sisters that a student

had was a relatively insignificant factor with regard to

cheating. There was found to be considerably more cheating

if the student possessed five or more brothers or sisters,

however.

9. The student's relative position as to older broth-

ers and sisters may effect his tendency to cheat. From the

data obtained it is anparont that a student with a majority

of older brothers and sisters cheats more than if the maj-

ority of brothers and sisters are younPer.

10. Whether a student lived in the city or in the out-

lyiiv districts was of little sic7nificnce in reard to cheat-

ing.

11. Whether the student attended the Corvallis schools

or schools of another city made little difference in the

tendency to che:lt, although those havin6 attended a rural

school cheated less than those from city schools.

12. Students belonging to the so-called character build-

ing organizations cheated slifzhtly more than those who did

not belong.

13. Church affiliatlon or preference bore little re-

lationship to the amount of cheating in junior high school.

Non-church members cheated slightly less than those who indi-
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catod membership or church preference.

14. The percent ;e of cheating of students who worked

after school for pay was 51.8 as compared with 39.6% for

those who did not work.

15. The percentage of cheating was inversely related to

the student's scholastic achievement. In other words, those

making high grades cheated far less than those making low

grades.

16. :.n inverse relationship appeared to exist between

intelligence rating and the tendency to cheat in class.

17. Students whose mothers worked outside the home cheat-

ed slightly less than those whose mothers did not work, but

the difference here is insignificant.

16. The data indicate that there is far more cheating

among students who receive a reward for good grades than a-

mong those who do not receive a reward.

10. Although there was a wide range in the percentage

of cheating according to the subject liked best, the range

is not significant as the number preferring a particular

subject was too small to be of importance.
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CONCLUSIONS

As a result of the Deregoing study and in lic,ht of the

data and facts discovered therein, the following conclusions

were drawn:

1. That cheating is altogether too prevalent in junior

high school, and presents a serious problem to teachers,

parents, clergy, and others concerned with the rearing, ed-

ucation and character development of children. This problem

must ultimately be dealt with through preventative and rem!-

edial measures in our schools.

2. That within the limits of the data contained in this

study, it is practically impossible to predict who will and

who will not cheat in a given situation.

3. That there is something wrong with our present meth-

ods of character eduction and there is need for a more ef-

fective program in all agencies purporting, to improve charac-

ter.

4. That cheating tends to increase in proportion to the

opportunities presented, and the ease with which it can be

accomplished.

5. That it is impossible to distinguish between factors

which cause, and factors which are associated with dishonesty

in junior high school.
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O. That intelligence appears to exert the most pro-

nounecd influence upon dishonesty of any of the factors eon-

sidered in this study. The factor of intellience may be

the predominent factor in many other situations such as oc-

cupational level of the parent, scholastic achievement, or

even the subject liked best.

7. That such factors as religious affiliation, city or

rural residence, nationality of parent, number of brothers

or sisters, age, whether parents are separated or living to-

gether, grade school attended, membership in character build-

ing organizations, mother workims outside the home, and the

subject liked best, appear to bear little relation to the

tendency to cheat in junior high school.

8. That factors more important in ascertaining whether

a student will cheat on an examination are: year in school,

parents living or dead, occupation of the parent, majority

of brothers and sisters that are older or younger, working

after school, scholastic achievement, intelligence, and in-

centive such as a reward of some kind for high grades.

9. That anything Which exerts pressure upon the stu-

dent making it more difficult for him to compete successfully

with other students has a tendency to cause him to cheat.
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IZE001.2aNDATI

In light of the data discovered in this and other sin&

ilar studies a few recommendations can be made:

1. Further study and investigation should be conducted

relative to dishonesty in all levels of our educational in-

stitutions coverin,7 not no, but many educational institu-

tions, so that a wider sampling may be obtained. The re-

sults should be published and made available for use of all

individuals interested in attacking and preventing dishonest

behavior in school and life.

2. Some better form of organized programs of character

education should be developed in our schools, churches, and

homes.

3. More abstract teaching of principles of desirable

character behavior appears relatively ineffective. Provis-

ion should be made in the curriculum for instruction in hon-

esty and character development through specific and concrete

situations and experiences involving the practice of honest

and desirable character behavior.

1. Some method should be discovered which will create

within the student a sincere desire to succeed by the ex-

ercise of honest and yet profitable means*
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5. More attention should be riven in our teacher train -

in institutions, through the inclusion of specific courses

dealing with good character development, to provide our teach-

ers with specific methods relative to the teaching of desir-

able character behavior.

6, More care should be exercised by our superintendents

and school boards in the selection of teachers who really

possess the character traits we wish to develop, in our child-

ren.
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COPY OF lUESTIOWV!

Name Grade Age Sex

Do you came to school on the bus?

Is your father living Mother L.re they living together?

At what is your father regularly employed?

Does your mother work outside the home?

How many brothers and sisters have you? How many are older

than you How many younger?

Name of grade school attended before entering junior high

school Address

Do you work for pay outside of school hours?

How many hours weekly?

What .is your church preference

What is your father's national

Cheek those organizations with
affiliated.

( l Boy oouts
( ) Grl c;couts
( ) Girl Reserves
( ) ,ainbori Girls
( )

; ) Others

,:,re you a member?
(Methodist, Baptist, etc.)

ity?
s rr5".11E-77717657-M7-7

which you are or have been

( ) Four-H Club
( ) Young Peeples Fellow-

ship

( ) Campfire Girls
( ) Others

Check the activities in which you are or have taken part.

( ) Athletics
( ) Clubs
( ) Publications
( ) Music
( ) Safety Patrol

( ) Dramatics
( ) antra - murals
( ) Service squad
( ) Others
( ) Otheri----"""""""



Do 7r41/; parents offer yo,4 a reward fnr dood gralos?

What subjects do you like best? 1.
(1iLvt in order of preference)

2.

79
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`RENT TES

NAME Grade 1 kge...----

This test is to determine your knowledge of the happen-
ings in the world today. Do not guess. If you are not sure of
the answer leave the space blrm. This examination has no
bearing upon your (;rade in any course given in school. Do the
best you can but do not itoas.

Place the number of the correct answer in the space pro-
vided at the beginnini_; of the statement.

Example: ( ) The capitol of the United States is (1)
Chicaoe, (2) Philadelphia, (3) Washinr:ton D.C.

The answer, of course, is Washington D.C., so the figure
"3" should be placed in the parenthisis precedinc the
statement.

1. ( ) Our navy recently announced a raid on the former U.S.
island (now Jap-held) of (1) Midway, (2) Guam,
(3) Wake.

2. ( ) General Draja Mikhailovitch is also YUgoslavia's
(1) King, (2) War Minister, (3) Premier.

3. ( ) Organized labor has agreed to give up (1) double pay
for Sunday work, (2) overtime pay for work in excess

4!, hours a week, t3) the right to criticize the
wax effort.

4. ( ) The "Battle of the Atlantic" (1) ham been wen by the
Axis, (2) has been wen by the Allies, (3) is still
going on.

5. ( ) A U.S. base has been built in Guatemala because of
Guatemala's nearness to (1) Mexico, (2) the Panama
Canal, (3) Cuba.

6. ( ) The WPB was established (1) last August, (2) in 1938,
(3) last January.

7. ( ) Bolivia is now America's main source of (1) copper,
(2) tin, (3) quebraoho bark.



U.S. troop transports sail to Australia by way of
Hawaii and (1) Now Zealand, (2) the Philippines,
(3) the Gilbert Islands.

Sweden's nearest neighbors are (1) Finland and Gem-
any, (2) Finland aad Norway, (3) Norway and Russia.

Japan's recent advance in the Far mast did not bring
control of (1) Malaya, (2) the Netherlands Indies,
(3) China.

To help pay for the U.S. war effort, Treasury secre-
tary Morgenthau has propound (1) no more spending,
(2) heavy new taxes, (3) Government seizure of banks.

For greeter efficiency, President Roowlvelt has
streamline the (1) Army, (2), G-Mtn, (3) Marines.

An old border dispute recently ended between (1) 'eru
and Brazil, (2) Peru and Chile, (3) Perua and Ecuador.

A recent disaster in New York Harbor was the capsizing
of the steamship (1) ',ueen Mary, (2) Normandie,
(3) America.

Axis land forces have
(1) Libya, (2) Burma,

The U.S. has suffered
Western Atlantic, (2)
Indian Ocean.

had their worst set-back in
(3) Russia.

high shipping losses in (1) the
the Mediterranean, (3) the

17. ( ) Huge new tank sod airplane goals were set in January
by (1) Russia, (2) the U.S., (3) Japan.

18. ( ) Three big German warships recently got away from the
British in (1) the Red Sea, (2) the English Channel,
(3) the Baltic Sea.

19. ( ) The U.S. has begun moving aliens from a zone along the
(1) Canadian Border, (2) Gulf Coast, (3) Pacific Coast.

20. ( ) America's Ambassador to Mexico is (1) Franz von Papen,
(2) George Messersmith, (3) Alfredo Baldomir.



21. ( ) The pact recently signed between the U.S. and Britain
is called a (1) Declaration of Intentions, (2) Decla-
ration of 2rinciplea, (3) World Trade Treaty.

22, ( ) Before the U.S. mitered the war, nations conquered by
the Axis totaled (1) twelve, (2) fifteen, (3) three.

23. ( ) Military transport planes are used for (1) bombing,
(2) pursuit, (3) carrying troops.

24. ( ) Right now a major Axis method of attack on the U.2. is
(1) bombing our coasts, (2) sinking our ships,
(3) fighting our troops on land.

25. ( ) The island of Cebu is located in (1) the Indian Ocean,
(2) the Phili-pines, (3) the Baltic Sea.

26. ( ) General Douglas MacArthur was moved from the Philip-
pines to (1) Burma, (1 India, (3) Australia.

27. ( ) The General to replace MacArthur in the Philippines
was (1) Joseph Stillwell, (2) Ralph Royce, (3) Jon-
othan 7:ainwtight.

28, ( ) Sir Stafford Cripps was a special envoy from Britain
to (1) India, (2) Egypt, (3) the U.S.

29. ( ) American troops have been arriving in goodly numbers
in (1) Japan, (2) India, (3) Ireland.

30. ( ) Iraq, is most noted for its production of (1) tin,
(2) wheat, (3) oil.

31. ( ) Twenty -one American Republics held a conference in
(1) Mexico City, (2) Rio de Janeiro, (3) Lima.

32. ( ) The important. naval base captured from Britain by
Japan wis (1) Malta, (2) Gibraltar, (3) Siggapors.

33. ( ) The 3ritish and Axis have been wacAng a see-saw bat-
tle in (1) Russia, (2) Australis, (3) Libya.

34. ( ) Hitler's supposed offensive is to take place on the
frontier of (1) Russia, (2) Sweden, (3) India.



35. ( ) One of the gravest economic.11 problems which is faced
by the U.S. today is tiit of (1) relief, (2) infla-
tion, (3) coining money.

38. ( ) The Pacific Coast Basketball championship was won
this year by (1) 0.3.C. (2) U.S.C. (3) Stanford.

37. ( ) Joe Louis, the heavyweight boxing champion has rec-
ently joined the (1) Army (2) Navy (3) A:r Force.

The world series baseball chanpionship was
year by (1) New York Yankees, 12) Brooklyn
(3) Boston Red Sox.

The chief op7onent to run against Governor
in the next election will be (1) Joseph K.
(2) Earl Snell, 3) E. C. Lateurette.

40. ( ) The Commandos are small landin: forces of soldiers
used to raid enemy to :'ritory by (1) the U.S.
(2) Russia (3) England.

won last
Dodgers

Sprague
Carson,

In order to conserve rubber and gasoline, President
Roosevelt has requested that drivers of autos do not
drive over (1) 40 miles per hour (2) 50 miles per
hour (3) 35 miles per hour.

Daylicht saving time is to continue till (1) the
war is over, (2) one year after the war (3) six
months after the war.

43. ( ) The Free Frenoll Government is now in control of a
pro-nazi man by the name of (1) Pierre Laval
(2) Marshall Petain, (3) Fernando De Brinon.

44. ( ) The shortest distnnce to Japan from the Pacific
Coast is (1) straight across the Pacific Ocean
(2) via Alaska (3) via Australia.

45. ( ) The U.S. has been shelled by the Axis on (I) the
At/antic Coast (2) the Gulf of Mexico (3) the
Pacific Coast.


